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Introduction
Football matches on the pitch, warm beer and twins! London Shaggers brings you the best that Britain
has to offer with busty blonde twins Misha and Sasha in hardcore sex action!. You'll be treated to some
very sexy threesomes unlike anything you have ever seen before!

Adult Review
With the US Dollar continuing to lose value against the British Pound, a trip across the Atlantic may not be the best way to
spend your hard earned money.  But if you still want to see some English tits and ass, then take the Free Preview of London
Shaggers, home of the busty British Twins Misha & Sasha!
  
  There are currently 15 scenes that feature exclusive pics and videos.  Most of them showcase insanely hot threesomes with
the twins as they take on one or more raging hardons, but quite a few also feature fresh new amateur British babes who also
know their way around man meat.
  
  The videos at London Shaggers are about 20 minutes long, and available for both downloading and streaming.  The
downloads are available as multi-minute clips for full length scenes in WMV format, in resolutions up to 640 x 480.  No
DRM is used so you can visit these foreign sex scenes again and again. The site has stopped updating in late 2007.
  
  Photo sets are included with every London Shaggers episode.  They are not high resolution pictures taken with a digital
camera.  Instead, they are screen caps that will help you preview the video and help determine if it's worth a full look.
  
  The price of admission for a monthly membership is usually $29.95, but The Tongue has used its worldwide connections to
secure a discount for you Taste Buds.  If you sign up using the Free Preview button at the top of this review, the price is
dropped to only $19.95 per month!
  
  And as an added bonus, the discounted monthly membership to London Shaggers also includes full access to every Included
Site that appears next to this review.  That's access to several hundred additional exclusive pics and vids at no extra cost!

Porn Summary
What could be better than tapping a hot blonde twat that has a sexy English accent?  Tapping TWO hot blondes who also
happen to be twins!  London Shaggers is every man's threesome fantasy on steroids.  

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sluts from the UK getting fucked Sunday to Monday'
Quality: 80  Updates: 77 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 78
Support: 79 Unique: 84    Taste: 82        Final: 80

Porn Sites Included
Ticklish Spots (87) ,Extreme Porn Pass (87) ,Rough Her Up (86) ,Veggie Bang (86) ,Twisted Objects (83) ,Stretching
Sessions (82) ,Dirty Latin Sluts (81) ,Handjob Hussies (81) ,Cream Happy (81) ,Fucked Faces (80) ,Alexa 18 (78) ,Throw It
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.95 Preview: 1 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Every 2

Weeks
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 15
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